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Abstract: Label-free optical biosensing technologies have
superior abilities of quantitative analysis, unmodified tar-
gets, and ultrasmall sample volume, compared to conven-
tional fluorescence-label-based sensing techniques, in de-
tecting various biomolecules. In this review article, we in-
troduce our recent results in the field of evanescent-wave-
based refractive index sensing and surface enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS)-based sensing, both of which
are promising platforms for label-free optical biosensors.
First, silicon-on-insulator (SOI) nanowire waveguide and
metallic surface plasmon resonance (SPR)-based refrac-
tive index sensing are discussed. In order to improve the
detection limit, phase interrogation techniques are intro-
duced to these types of sensors based on prism-coupled
SPR and SOI microring resonators. A detection limit in
the order of 10−6 refractive index unit is achieved. Detec-
tion of 16.7 pM anti-IgG is also demonstrated based on the
SPR devices. Second, SERS substrates based on various
nanometallic structures are discussed. Metallic nanowire
arrays and inverted nanopyramids and grooveswith a thin
metal surface are fabricated based on anisotropic wet-
etching of silicon substrates. Both structures have demon-
strated a Raman signal enhancement on the order of 107.
In order to improve the extraction efficiency of the Ra-
man signal at a high wave number, a nano-bowtie array
substrate is fabricated, which exhibits double resonances
at both the excitation wavelength and the desired Raman
scattering wavelength. Experimental results have shown
that this double-resonance structure can further enhance
the received Raman signal, as compared to conventional
SERS substrates with only one resonance at the excitation
wavelength.
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1 Introduction
Biosensors, which provide the ability to detect and study
the presence of certain biomolecules from body fluids or
environmental samples, have beenwidely used in applica-
tions such as disease diagnostics, drug development, food
safety, and environmental monitoring [1–4]. Because of
the complexity of the biomedical samples, an ideal biosen-
sor shouldhave a lowdetection limit and ahigh specificity.
The detection limit can be defined as theminimal quantity
of the target analyte that canbedetected by the sensor. The
specificity means that the sensor should only be sensitive
to the target analyte, while not responsive to other materi-
als that might reside in the sample with higher quantities
(orders of magnitude). In addition, multiplexability, high
throughput, large dynamic range, and low sample vol-
umeare also important characteristics of amodernbiosen-
sor [5]. In general, the technologies behind abiosensor can
be categorized into labeled detection and label-free detec-
tion. The former case is an indirectmethod,which relies on
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labeling the target molecule with, for example, a specific
fluorescence tag [6]. The presence and the concentration
of the target molecule can then be studied through mea-
suring the fluorescence intensity of the modified sample.
Despite being successfully adopted nowadays, such as in
ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) tests [7], la-
beled detection technology has several drawbacks, such
as laborious and expensive processes [8], difficulties in
quantitative and real-time analysis [9], and complexities
in multiplexed sensing [10, 11]. On the other hand, in the
label-free detection method, the target molecule is unla-
beled, and it is studied directly through an optical, an
electrical, or a mechanical transducer [12]. This type of
unmodified and direct detection is not only easy to per-
form, but also facilitates a quantitative and kinetic mea-
surement ofmolecules and the interactions between them.
Highly multiplexed sensing chips with an ultrasmall sam-
ple volume are also made possible by state-of-the-art inte-
gration technologies [13]. There exist many different label-
free technologies [8, 12–16]. In this review, we will focus
on two types of optical label-free biosensor chips based
on, respectively, evanescent-wave-based refractive-index
sensing [8, 13] and surface enhanced Raman scattering
(SERS) [15, 16].

An evanescent wave is an exponentially decaying op-
tical field near the interface of two materials. The optical
fields of a guided mode in the cladding layer of an opti-
cal waveguide are a typical evanescent wave [17]. In the
evanescent-wave-based refractive index sensor, the target
analyte is immobilized at the surface of a waveguide core
through specific biomolecular interactions, which will re-
sult in a refractive index change of the cladding. The
evanescent wave of a guidedmodewill feel this change, as
well as the effective index of the guided mode, which will
then bemeasured as the sensor response by using interfer-
ence or resonance [18]. Using various interference struc-
tures, such as Mach-Zehnder [19] or Young interferome-
ters [20], detection limits of 10−7–10−9 have been demon-
strated. However, such a small detection limit is real-
ized through a long interaction length between the optical
mode and the analyte, typically in the order of millimeter
or centimeter. In this case, the footprint of a single sen-
sor device is large, which hampers sensing applications
that require a low sample volume or a high throughput.
It is also difficult to implement in the form of a large array.
Resonant structures, on the other hand, provide not only
a high sensitivity, but also the potential for densely inte-
grated arrays or matrixes for multiplexed sensing [13, 21].
Themost commonandwell-developedoptical evanescent-
wave-based resonant sensor is the surface plasmon res-
onance (SPR) device. The surface plasmon mode near a

Figure 1: Images of the fabricated PhC cavity devices without (a) and
with (b) slots. Measured transmission responses (c) and resonant
wavelength shifts (d) of the slotted device covered under aqueous
NaCl solutions with different concentrations. Adapted from Ref. [25].

metal-dielectric interface exhibits a predominant evanes-
cent wave in the dielectric [22], which will greatly enhance
the sensor response [21]. In recent years, highly integrated
waveguide systems, such as those based on silicon-on-
insulator (SOI) platforms, have drawn significant atten-
tion [23]. A sensor chipmade on an SOIwafer can integrate
hundreds of individual sensors, each of themwith a small
effective sensing area,which facilitates a small sample vol-
ume and highly multiplexed lab-on-a-chip system [13]. We
have demonstrated an evanescent-wave-based nanosen-
sor using a slotted SOI photonic crystal cavity with a
parabolic-width stack. A sensitivity of 410 nm/RIU (refrac-
tive index unit) and a sensing footprint of 16.8 × 2.5 µm2

have been achieved [24, 25]. As mentioned above, differ-
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ent interrogation approaches have been employed in order
to measure the effective index change of the guided mode
in an evanescent-wave-based sensor. The most common
approaches are angular interrogation and wavelength in-
terrogation for prism-coupled SPR sensors and integrated
waveguide sensors, respectively [8].We demonstrated that
using phase interrogation instead can help to obtain an
enhanced and more stable sensor response. A detection
limit on the order of 10−6 RIU has been achieved for sen-
sors basedonSOImicroring resonators andprism-coupled
SPR [26–28].

SERS was discovered about 40 years ago [29], and has
become a popular tool for molecular qualification, due to
its ultrahigh sensitivity (down to a single molecule) and
its high selectivity (capable of identifying analytes in a
mixture without separation). Nowadays, the optical field
enhancement on the metallic surface generated by local-
ized SPRs and the chemical charge effect is commonly
accepted as two major theoretical bases for understand-
ing SERS. When the optical field, generated by localized
SPRs, on metallic surfaces is limited in a very narrow vol-
ume such as nanogaps [30–33], nanocrevices [34–36], and
nanoslits [37–39], the optical field in the spaces will be
extremely enhanced. This effect is called the coupling ef-
fect [40], and the effective area is called a "hot spot" [41].
This phenomenon will dramatically enhance the Raman
scattering signal of the molecule, which is localized in the
"hot spot" area [42]. In 1997, for the first time, SERSwas im-
plemented as a label-free technology for single molecule
detection using silver nanoparticles [43]. Recently, there
has been more interest seen toward realizing large-area,
reproducible, and uniform SERS substrates.We developed
INPGs and nanowire array structures for SERS with ex-
ceptional enhancement factor (EF), signal uniformity, and
easy fabrication [44, 45]. Novel double-resonant nanos-
tructures for enhancing not only the excitation light in
SERS but also the scattered Raman signal light were also
demonstrated [46].

2 Evanescent-wave-based
refractive index sensing chips
with microresonant structures

2.1 Conventional sensing scheme based on
intensity signals

It is known that in an ideal and lossless resonant struc-
ture light can only exist at the resonant condition, for ex-

ample, a single wavelength. However, such an ideal reso-
nance is not practical since it cannot be excited. When the
resonant structure is coupled to the outsideworld through,
for example, a waveguide [13] or a prism [21], this reso-
nance can then be excited andmeasured. A resonant peak
or dipwill appear inmeasured intensity spectral curve. Be-
cause of this coupling loss, as well as the possible intrin-
sic losses resulting from radiation or material absorption,
the resonance would be no longer at a single wavelength,
but of a broader shape as shown in Fig. 1. When the re-
fractive index of the analyte changes, the resonant condi-
tion will shift correspondingly, which can then be used as
the sensor response. Table 1 lists the performance of some
resonance-based refractive index sensors.

In prism-coupled SPR devices, where the SPR is ex-
cited when the wave vector of the excitation light matches
the propagating constant of the surface plasmon mode,
that is, the resonant condition, normally through a high-
refractive-index prism [47–49], the sensor response can
usually be extracted through direct intensity measure-
ment, or intensity spectrum by scanning the incident
wavelength or angle. For improved intensity-interrogated
SPR sensors, the detection limit has reached 10−6 RIU.
Homola’s group utilized polarization contrast with a spa-
tially resolved functionalization combined with SPR imag-
ing on spatially patterned multilayers to achieve a lower
detection limit of 2 × 10−6 RIU [50]. Lechuga’s group
combined the magnetoactivity of magnetic materials with
SPR in a multilayer substrate to realize a detection limit
of 5 × 10−6 RIU [51]. For angular-interrogated SPR sen-
sors, Thirstrup’s group integrated holographic optical el-
ements and utilized a diffractive grating to produce a
parallel beam with an angular spectrum detected by
a photodetector [52]. Such a system can resolve refrac-
tive index changes down to 5 × 10−7 RIU. For improved
wavelength-interrogated SPR sensors, Homola’s group de-
signed a platform with wavelength modulation and par-
allel channel architecture, where the polychromatic light
reflected from different channels can be collected by dif-
ferent output collimators [53]. More recently, a detection
limit of 2.5 × 10−8 RIU has been attained by exciting a
long range SPRand combing superluminescent diodewith
polarization-maintaining fibers [54].

Normally, for evanescent-wave sensors based on reso-
nant devices, their ability to detect small refractive index
changes, that is, the detection limit as mentioned above,
can be expressed in terms of the ratio of the resonant
wavelength change over the corresponding refractive in-
dex change, that is, nm/RIU (normally referred as sensi-
tivity), as well as the sharpness of the resonance itself,
typically described as the Q-factor [55]. To obtain a large
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Table 1: Performance comparison of some resonance based refractive index sensors using SOI and SPR structures. N.A.: not described in
the paper.

Resonance Technology Sensitivity Detection limit
SPR Angular interrogation [52] 2.269 rad/RIU 5 × 10−7 RIU

Wavelength interrogation [54] 57000 nm/RIU 2.5 × 10−8 RIU
Phase interrogation using PZT [74] 3173 rad/RIU 5.5 × 10−8 RIU
Phase interrogation using PPM [27] 1183 rad/RIU 7.6 × 10−7 RIU

Ring or Single ring resonator [56] 70 nm/RIU 10−5 RIU; 10ng/mL
disk Single ring resonator using slot 298nm/RIU 4.2 × 10−5 RIU

resonator waveguide [68]
based Double ring resonators using 2169 nm/RIU 8.3 × 10−6 RIU
on SOI Vernier effect [57]

SOI ring array [60] 163 nm/RIU 7.6 × 10−7 RIU; 60 fM
Cascaded rings using WDM 135nm/RIU 20pM

interrogation [61]
Single ring using phase 6000 rad/RIU 2.5 × 10−6 RIU

interrogation [26]
PhC cavity Cascaded PhC cavity [66] ~140 nm/RIU 7 × 10−5 RIU
based on 2D slotted PhC heterostructure 1500 nm/RIU 7.8 × 10−6 RIU

SOI cavity [69]
Parabolically modulated 1D 410 nm/RIU N.A.

slotted PhC cavity [25]

wavelength change for a certain refractive index change,
the majority of the electric field should be confined to the
areas with the target analyte. In order to distinguish this
wavelength change, a highQ-factor resonator is always de-
sired. The SPR devices discussed above can provide a high
sensitivity due to the large overlap of the opticalmodewith
the analyte. However, the Q-factor of the SPR is normally
low (< 1,000) [47–54] due to the high absorption loss re-
sulting from the metal. All-dielectric resonant structures,
which could intrinsically avoid this high absorption loss,
have drawn great attentions in the recent years.

Microring or microdisk resonators are typical forms of
such structure, which facilitate mass production, as well
as multiplexed sensing in an array. Based on the SOI plat-
form, De Vos et al. demonstrated an integrated chemical
and biosensor using a 5 µm-radius ring addressed by two
bus waveguides [56]. A cladding refractive index sensitiv-
ity of 70 nm/RIU was initially reported with a lower de-
tection limit of 10−5 RIU. By functioning the silicon sur-
face for biosensing, avidin molecule with a concentration
of 10 ng/mL is detectable by the device. Lately, the same
group employed two SOI ring resonators with slightly dif-
ferent radii and the Vernier effect to increase the sensitiv-
ity to 2169 nm/RIU [57]. The detection limit of this double-
ring structure was expected to reach 8.3 × 10−6 RIU. The
SOI ring adopted in the previous example was of a mod-

erate Q-factor (about 20,000). The record high Q-factor is,
however, realized in the toroidal-shaped disk resonator
made of silica [58, 59]. Using a selective reflow process,
an ultrasmooth surface can be achieved on the resonator,
which pushed the Q-factor up to the order of 108 with a
disk of 80 µm radius [58]. With this device, a detection
limit of 5 aM for interleukin-2 cytokine, as well as single-
molecule detection, was demonstrated [59]. However, this
type of toroidal resonator was addressed through a ta-
pered fiber, which is still not a fully integrated solution.
Besides improving the Q-factor, researchers have also de-
veloped different ways to remove or compensate the noise
of the intensities signals, which accounts for the major
obstacle to further improve the detection limit of an con-
ventional waveguide-coupled ring resonator. Iqbal et al.
fabricated a sensor chip with 32 SOI rings as the sensing
elements, where 24 rings were used for detecting differ-
ent biomolecule and the rest eight for referencing [60]. A
complex rapid scanning and interrogating platform was
developed in order to address all the rings in real-time.
With this scheme, detection limits of 7.6 × 10−7 RIU and
60 fM were achieved for bulk refractive index sensing and
biomolecule sensing of streptavidin, respectively. On the
other hand, Xu et al. adopted thewavelengthmultiplexing
properties of the ring resonators [61]. By cascading rings of
slightly different radii, five rings can be addressed at dif-
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Figure 2: (a) Power and (b) phase responses of an all-pass ring res-
onantor under the overcoupled condition. For the different curves
shown here, the coupling coeflcients between the ring and the bus
waveguide increase along the direction of the dashed arrow.

ferent wavelengths with only one bus waveguide, which
would potentially simplify themeasurement system. A de-
tection limit of 20 pM for proteins was demonstrated.

While the footprint of a ring resonator is still not com-
pact (10 µm–100 µm), PhC, which consists of a periodic ar-
rangement of materials with different dielectric constants,
allows the realization of resonators where light is local-
ized on scales comparable to the wavelength. Because of
the development of fabrication technologies, PhC cavi-
ties with high quality factors up to 106 have been demon-
strated [62], with small mode volumes in the order of a cu-
bic wavelength. Recently, one-dimensional PhC nanocav-
ities [63–65] have attracted considerable interest due to
properties such as their comparable quality factor with
conventional two-dimensional PhCs, easy coupling with
waveguides, and a small footprint. Mandal et al. used a se-
rial of one-dimensional PhC cavities coupled to one bus
waveguide based on SOI as a multiplexed sensor struc-
ture [66]. These PhC cavities have a slightly different cavity
lengths, and thus the sensor elements can be addressed
with different wavelengths, which is similar to the ring-
resonator case discussed in Ref. [61]. Yet, the footprint of
such a PhC cavity is more than two orders smaller as com-
pared to that of the ring. Although the Q-factor of the PhC
cavity is not very high (~3000), a bulk refractive index de-
tection limit of 7 × 10−5 RIU was still demonstrated. We de-

signed a one-dimensional PhC stackmode-gap cavity with
a high Q-factor [24]. It consists of a simple periodic array
of dielectric blocks. The widths of the dielectric blocks are
quadraticallymodulated in order to introduce a defect into
the photonic bandgap, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The resonat-
ing mode can be optimized to be located close to the air-
band. Thus, the majority of the optical field is distributed
in the low-index cladding. The parameters for the cavity
are optimized to achieve a high sensitivity whilemaintain-
ing a high Q-factor. The measurements showed that a sen-
sitivity of 269 nm/RIU together with a Q-factor as high as
27,000 can be achieved [24].

As compared to the SPR devices, the sensitivity of
a typical integrated resonator on SOI is still low, since
the majority of the optical mode still resides in the high-
refractive-index core material. Only a small portion of
the mode, that is, the evanescent field, interacts with
the cladding analyte. Through employing a slot waveg-
uide structure, the evanescent field portion can be greatly
enhanced in the low-refractive-index slot region [67]. A
stronger light-analyte interaction can therefore be ob-
tained. Claes et al. introduced a slot-waveguide based ring
resonator on the SOI platform [68]. A 4-time and 3.5-time
improvement for the bulk refractive index sensitivity and
surface sensitivity to protein with respect to the normal
SOI ring resonator was obtained experimentally, respec-
tively. Combining the slot waveguide and photonic crys-
tal structures, it is possible to construct a high-sensitivity
resonant sensor with a small footprint. By using such a
structure, Di Falco et al. designed a heterostructure cavity
with a Q-factor of 50,000. A ultrahigh bulk refractive index
sensitivity of 1500 nm/RIU was experimentally demon-
strated [69]. However, such a highmeasure is partially due
to the wetting of different solutions, which is difficult for
practical applications.

We have also introduced the slot-waveguide struc-
ture in the aforementioned one-dimensional PhC cavity, as
shown in Figure 1(b) [25]. The slotted stack cavity is formed
by introducing a slot between twoperiodic arrays of dielec-
tric stacks. Themajority of the optical field is distributed in
the slotted low-index area, and the light interaction with
the analytes has been enhanced. By employing a parabol-
ically modulated width stack without any reflectedmirror,
high Q-factor of 9200 has been achieved. As compared to
the cavity discussed in Ref. [69], the present slotted PhC
cavity, due to the open geometry,makes the analyte access
the slot area more easily, which effectively avoids the wet-
ting problem. The measured transmission spectra for the
cavity covered by NaCl solutions with different concentra-
tions exhibit a sensitivity of 410 nm/RIU, which is 1.5 times
the sensitivity for the one without slots. The small foot-
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print of the device (16.8 × 2.5 µm2) also suggests a strong
potential in on-chip biochemical sensing arrays.

2.2 Phase-interrogated resonance-based
sensors

As discussed in the above section, the wavelength or an-
gular interrogationmethod is conventionally used to mea-
sure the response in a resonance-based evanescent-wave
sensor, which relies on the measurement of the inten-
sity signal. This method is vulnerable to alignment accu-
racy and stability, wavelength scanning accuracy and re-
peatability, the resolution of the spectrum analyzer, etc.,
which will give rise to noise in the measured wavelength
response [60]. Besides the intensity characteristics, it is
known that the phase information around a resonance can
also be used as the sensor signal. Figure 2 shows the inten-
sity and phase transmission spectrum of an all-pass ring
resonator under overcoupled regime [70]. One can find
that the phase response of such a resonance shows a steep
transition around the resonant wavelength. Such a phase-
interrogation method can efficiently shield the intensity
noise sources and provide an ultrastable reading of the
sensor response, and hence a better detection limit. This
type of sensing scheme has been developed and applied to
the SPR-based sensors. Wu et al. combined acousto-opto-
modulators (AOMs)with a common path heterodyne inter-
ferometer [71]. One of the AOMs can be excited at 40 MHz
and another at 40.06 MHz in order to induce two linearly
orthogonally polarized beams with a frequency difference
of 60 kHz. After the two beam emerging into the hetero-
dyne interferometer, the phase of SPR can be monitored.
Yuan et al. studied a photoelastic modulator (PEM) based
on ellipsometry [72]. Using the first and second harmon-
ics of the modulated frequency, the polarization parame-
ters andellipse orientationangle canbemeasureddirectly.
Shao et al. employed a liquid crystal modulator (LCM)
in a wavelength-multiplexing phase-sensitive system [73].
LCM can be used to modulate the optical retardation for
phase dithering, and the intensity response of the sen-
sor surface can be captured simultaneously. Wu et al. em-
ployed the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) into the Mach–
Zehnder configuration to calculate the phase of SPR [74].
ThePZTof the referencemirror canbedrivenbya sawtooth
wave oscillating at 1.1 Hz, which produces aperiodic linear
phase shift ofmore than 10 interference fringes. The phase
of SPR was then monitored in real-time with a correla-
tion software program. The bulk refractive-index detection
limit of this scheme reached 5.5 × 10−8 RIU. Law’s group
has integrated nanoparticles and immunoassay sensing

into phase-interrogated SPR system to detect antigen in
the fM range [75].

In the above phase-interrogated SPR systems, the
adopted phase modulators, including AOM, PZT, LCM,
and PEM are expensive, and easily influenced by temper-
ature and vibration disturbance. Recently, we have pro-
posed a novel phase interrogation method employing a
prism phase modulator (PPM) to modulate the polariza-
tion statue and the phase retardation of the incident light
for SPR sensing [27, 28]. Compared with these modula-
tors, PPM can offer high precision, strong stability, and
low prices, which is desirable for the commercialization
of SPR devices. The PPM utilizes an uncoated rotational
rhombic prism to modulate the phase difference between
p- and s-polarized light with total internal reflection eight
times, as shown inFig. 3. The total phasedifferenceφm can
be calculated by subtracting the phase shift of p-polarized
light propagating through the rhombic prism with that
of s-polarized light [27, 28]. The phase difference φm can
be modulated by scanning the incident angle θ on the
prism. After modulation, the light is coupled into the SPR
microfluidic chip through a coupling prism, and the p-
polarized light would excite the SPR at the surface of the
Au film of the chip at a certain incident angle, and this
angle will shift when the refractive index of the media at-
tached to the Au film changes. In this case, the reflected
p-polarized light would be accompanied with an intensity
attenuation together with a steep phase jump, similar to
the case in the ring resonator as discussed in the previous
section. On the other hand, the s-polarized light will be re-
flected normally by the Au film, showing a high reflection
intensity and a smooth phase response. This s-polarized
light is used as a reference similar to the laser wavelength
lying away from the resonance discussed in the previous
section. To extract the phase information of the SPR, the
reflected p- and s-polarized light beams would interfere
through a linear polarizing analyzer. The detected inten-
sity signal I can be expressed as I = Ip cos2 θp+ Is cos2 θs+
2 cos θp cos θs

√︀
Ip Is cos(φspr + φm), where, Ip and Is are

the intensities of the reflected p- and s-polarized light, re-
spectively, θp and θs are the angles to the polarizer axis of
the linear polarizing analyzer for the corresponding polar-
izations, and φspr is the phase induced by the SPR to the
p-polarized light and is measured as the sensor response.
Thedetected intensity signal I exhibits a typical sinusoidal
response asφm is scanned (through scanning θ), andφspr,
that is, the phase of the sinusoidal response, can be ex-
tracted through a curve fitting operation.

Two kinds of integrated microfluidic chips with SPR
arrays were fabricated in order to fulfill the high through-
put and multiplexed sensing requirement. One is com-
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of PPM-based phase-sensitive SPR sensing system. The PPM is placed on a rotation stage.

Figure 4: (a) 8 × 8 microfluidic chip with independent channels.
Taken from Ref. [27]. (b) Logic microfluidic chip.

Figure 5: The mean values of the sensor response φspr with differ-
ent glycerine solutions. Adapted from Ref. [27].

posed of eight vertical channels and eight horizontal chan-
nels, as shown inFig. 4(a). Each channel is connected to an

inlet opening and an outlet opening. A sensing array with
8 × 8 SPR sensing spots (size 0.5 × 0.8 mm2 each) made of
Au is situated in the intersections of the vertical and hor-
izontal channels, which are independently controlled by
microvalves actuated pressure (~0.15 MPa). The other chip
integrates 240 Au spots (size: 0.4 × 0.4 mm2 each), one in-
let channel, one outlet channel, 10main flow channels, 60
minor flow channels, 5 mainmicrovalves, and 8minor mi-
crovalves together, as shown in Fig. 4(b). By utilizing the
concept of a fluidic logic gate, one individual channel can
be selected to work while the other channels are closed
when applying pressure to the threemainmicrovalves and
four minor microvalves. As a result, 16 different samples
can be analyzed simultaneously on the sensing chip.

The detection limit test was carried out on the 8 × 8
microfluidic chip by choosing two vertical channels as
a probe channel and a reference channel, respectively.
Glycerine solutions with gradient concentrations from 0%
to 2% were injected into the probe channel sequentially,
while deionized water was injected into the reference
channel. As a result, the sensor response φspr decreases
gradually when the concentration is changed from 0% to
2%, as indicated in Fig. 5. Since the initial coupling angle
for exciting SPR was adjusted for the case when deionized
water is in the probe channel, the SPR signal decreases
most sharply when the concentration of the glycerine so-
lution is low. The maximal sensitivity based on this PPM-
based phase interrogation was 1.183 × 103 rad/RIU, which
is associated with a detection limit of 7.61 × 10−7 RIU [27].

To demonstrate the biomolecular label-free sensing
ability of the SPR microfluidic chips, we further tested
the detection of several proteins, that is, anti-Angiogenin
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Figure 6: Kinetic results of the sensor response φspr. (a) The in-
teraction between Angiogenin and anti-Angiogenin. Adapted from
Ref. [27]. (b) The interaction between bovine IgG and anti-bovine
IgG. Adapted from Ref. [28].

Figure 7: (a) Picture of a fabricated SOI ring resonator. (b) Image of a
finished sample with a microfluidic channel attached.

and anti-bovine IgG. In the first case, angiogenin was
self-assembled on the Au spots. After that, the horizon-
tal microvalves were closed and the vertical microvalves
were opened to allow anti-angiogenin solutions with dif-
ferent concentrations of 3.12, 6.25, 12.5, 50, and 100 µg/mL
to flow in separate channels. As indicated in Fig. 6(a),
the sensor response φspr decreased after the injection of
anti-angiogenin solution due to the conjugation of anti-
angiogenin and angiogenin. Anti-angiogenin solutions
with different concentrations can be clearly distinguished
by reading the sensor response φspr after reaching their
equilibriums.

Figure 8: (a) Theoretically calculated and measured phases with
respect to the refractive index change (from deionized water) of
the cladding materials. (b) Kinetic response of the phase readings.
Numbers marked beside the curve indicate the corresponding mass
concentrations of the NaCl solutions flowing through the sample.
The inset shows a zoomed-in plot of the section marked with the
dashed ellipse indicating the noise of the measurement. Adaped
from Ref. [26].

For the detection of anti-bovine IgG, the Au spots
were first assembled with bovine IgG. After functionaliza-
tion, anti-IgG solutions with concentrations of 2.5 ng/mL,
25 ng/mL, and 250 ng/mL were injected into the probe
chamber sequentially in the same channel. Because of
the combination between IgG and anti-IgG, the sensor
response φspr decreased substantially after injecting the
anti-IgG solution, and the decreasing speed became faster
while the concentration of anti-IgG increased, as illus-
trated in Fig. 6(b). Themeasureddetection limit of anti-IgG
was 2.5 ng/mL, or 16.7 pM [28].

We have also extended the phase-interrogation
method to the integrated resonance-based sensor
chip [26]. An all-pass SOI ring resonator is adopted as
the sensing element. Figure 7(a) shows a picture of a fab-
ricated SOI ring with a diameter of 40 µm, together with
a coupling bus waveguide. A simple microfluidic channel
is attached on top of the ring for delivering the analytes,
as shown in Fig. 7(b). In order to measure the phase, two
laser beams at slightly different wavelengths are launched
simultaneously in the bus waveguide. One is located close
to the resonance, and the other is located away from it,
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Table 2: Performance comparison of some SERS structures. NP: nanoparticle; SS: solid substrate; 4-MBT: 4-methyl benzenthiol; 2-Mpy:
2-methyl pridine; N.A.: not described in the paper.

Substrate Metal Characteristic EF Molecule Fabrication method
dimension

NP dimer [77] Ag 1.8 nm 2 × 107 4-MBT Polyol process
NP shell [78] Au/SiO2 2–20 nm 4 × 108 N.A. Sol-gel process

NP aggregation Ag N.A. 1014 R6G Silver colloid solution
[42] –1015

NP gap [79] Au 1 nm 1.0 × 108 DNA spacer DNA modified Au nanogap
−5.0 × 109

NP nanostar Au N.A. 5 × 105 2-Mpy Seed-mediated growth
[80]

SS INPG [44] Au N.A. 107 BT LIL, edge lithography,
and anisotropic etching

SS Nano gap Au 5 nm 109 BT Photolithography, metal
[32] layer sacrificing

SS Nano Au 8.5 nm 106 Thioninacetate Holographic lithography,
gratings [81] Au layer deposition
SS Nano slit Au 10 nm 107 BT E-beam lithography,

[45] Au layer deposition

as indicated by the dash-dotted lines in Fig. 2. A single-
sideband generation technology can be used to generate
such beams. When the resonant wavelength is shifted
by the incorporation of the analyte, the imposed phase
on the on-resonance laser will change rapidly, while that
on the off-resonance laser will almost stay constant. In
other words, the on-resonance and off-resonance lasers
can be used as the sensing and the reference beams, re-
spectively. The phase induced by the ring can be extracted
through methods such as measuring the interference be-
tween these two laser beams using a coherent detection
technology. It isworthwhile to note that a high-Q resonator
is preferred in this case. As denoted in Fig. 2(b), a high-Q
resonator will provide a steeper phase transition around
the resonance, and the sensing and the reference laser
beams can be placed closer to each other, which makes
the generation and detection of them easier. We refer to
Refs. [26] & [76] for the detailed discussions about the
measurement techniques.

To test the phase interrogation technology, aqueous
NaCl solutions of various concentrations were used as
the analytes, which were injected sequentially on top of
the SOI ring through the microfluidic channel. The mea-
sured phase response of the ring is plotted in Fig. 8(a),
which matches well with the theoretical prediction us-
ing the parameters of the ring derived from the measured
power transmission response. Amaximal sensitivity of the
present sensing device reaches 6 × 103 rad/RIU. To further

investigate the stability of the sensing response, a kinetic
measurement was also performed as shown in Fig. 8(b).
Due to the adopted phase interrogation technology and
the shared light path between the sensing and the refer-
ence beams, most of the intensity noises were shielded.
When the analyte concentration became stable, a stable
phase reading with a typical 3σ noise of 0.015 rad can be
obtained. Taking into account the maximal sensitivity of
6 × 103 rad/RIU discussed above, the detection limit of the
phase-interrogation approach reached 2.5 × 10−6 RIU.

3 SERS-based sensing substrates
with metallic nanostructures

3.1 Large-area SERS substrates

In the past 40 years, numerous SERS substrates were de-
veloped and applied in abroad research fields. Table 2 lists
the characteristic dimensions and SERSEFperformance of
some SERS substrates. The table also includes the fabrica-
tionmethod, the type of metal, SERS EF, and SERS charac-
terizationmolecule used for testing the structures. Among
them, metallic nanoparticals (MNPs) attracted much at-
tention for its high SERS-performance and ease of synthe-
sis. Coinage MNPs, such as Au, Ag, were synthesized with
different sizes, shapes, and applied in biological analy-
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Figure 9: Fabrication overview of the INPG structure. (a) Nanopat-
terning by LIL. (b) After dry etching of the SiN mask and KOH wet
anisotropic etching. (c) After thermal oxidation and removing the
SiN mask by hot H3PO4. (d) INPGs were fabricated by the second
KOH wet etching. (e) Picture of a fabicated INPG structure. Adapted
from Ref. [44].

Figure 10: SERS measurement results. (a) Monolayer BT Raman
spectra measured from the Au coated INPG surface (black) and a flat
Au surface (red); (b) 1600 µm2 Raman mapping on the Au coated
INPG surface. Raman shift spectra at 990 cm−1 was used to make
the Raman map. Adapted from Ref. [44].

sis, chemical identification, andmaterial area [42, 77–80].
However, the application of such a SERS chip is largely
limited by the aggregation and low reproducibility includ-
ing the intensity spatial variations and sample-to-sample
variations. Tian’s group made a progress to avoid aggre-
gation [78], where they proposed a kind of shell isolated
MNPs as smart SERS enhancing dust to keep the parti-
cles from agglomerating. In an early work by Freeman et
al. [82], MNPs immobilized on glass slides could reach a
spatial variation of 5% to 8% in SERS efficiency. In the last
decade, as the fast development of nanofabrication tech-
niques such as electron beam lithography (EBL), nanos-
tructrueswith details below 10nmcould be fabricated suc-
cessfully. These top-downmethods soon became powerful
tools in the study of SERS, because it allows researchers

to fabricate complex metallic nanostructures with pre-
designed profiles with perfect position, which do not suf-
fering from the aggregation and low reproducibility. It still
gives usunprecedentedopportunities to lookmuchdeeper
into the essence of SERS. Many different kinds of ordered
nanostructures have been carried out to improve the elec-
tric field enhancement at the position of hot-spot (and
eventually the SERS effect) [33, 44–46, 81].

Utilizing the well-known anisotropic wet-etching of
silicon, inverted pyramidal structures in micron- or
nanoscale can be conveniently fabricated on the (100) sin-
gle crystal silicon wafer. This type of inverted pyramidal
structures have been studied intensively, and have been
used for SERS for decades. For example, the most success-
fully commercialized SERS substrate, called Klariter [83],
consists of micron-scale inverted pyramidal structures. In
order to further increase the SERS efficiency, we have fab-
ricated nanoscale pyramidal structures with high density
using EBL technology [34, 84]. A great SERS EF was ob-
tained. However, the conventional fabrication method for
inverted pyramidal structures results in a flat boundary
area between the two adjacent inverted pyramids, which
decreases the homogeneity of the SERS enhancement dis-
tribution on the substrate surface, since a flat metallic
surface can only contribute slightly on enhancing the Ra-
man signal. The EBL process is also not cost-effective for
large-area substrates. Recently, we introduced an INPG
structure on a single crystal silicon wafer in a large scale
(100 µm × 100 µm) combining laser interference lithogra-
phy (LIL), edge lithography, and anisotropic etching tech-
nologies, where the flat area can be effectively removed by
introducing a nanogroove on it. The whole process starts
with the conventional fabrication of the inverted nanopy-
ramids as shown in Fig. 9 [44]. After the first step of wet
anisotropic etching, the substrate underwent a thermal ox-
idation process where the pyramidal walls were oxidized
with a proper thickness. Then the mask material was re-
moved, and the flat surface between the two neighbor-
ing pyramidal holes was exposed. The substrate was im-
mediately immersed in hot KOH for the second wet etch-
ing to form the nanogrooves. Figure 9(e) shows a fabri-
cated INPG structure. In the final step, an Au film of 50 nm
was deposited on the substrate. The Raman measurement
was applied using benzenethiol (BT) as a characteriza-
tion molecule. BT is a widely used SERS characterization
molecule since it has a relatively large Raman cross section
and a limited number of well-studied Raman active vibra-
tional modes. In addition, it does not fluoresce in the visi-
ble spectrum. The breathing vibrational mode of the ben-
zene ring at 990 cm−1 was used for Raman signal mapping
on the substrate in order to evaluate the Raman signal ho-
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Figure 11: Top-down metallic nanowire array fabrication procedure
and relevant dimensions (not to scale). (a) SiN mask layer with
the length direction aligned to the [110] direction of a (100) sili-
con wafer. (b) Anisotropic etching of silicon to create the triangular
undercut grooves. (c) Metal deposition using conventional vac-
uum deposition technology. (d) Finished metallic nanowire array.
Adapted from Ref. [45].

mogeneity of the SERS substrate. As shown in Fig. 10(a),
one can find that the Raman signal of the BT molecule
was dramatically enhanced on the fabricated INPG struc-
ture compared to that on a flat substrate. The calculated
EF is 107. The Raman mapping result shown in Fig. 10(b)
demonstrates that the distribution of the SERS "hot spot"
is homogeneous on the proposed substrate.

Nanogap between metals is known as one of the best
SERS structure since the coupled surface plasmon mode
can be generated between the gaps if the gap distance is
in the order of nanometers. As a result the Raman signal
can be dramatically enhanced [22]. Scientists nowadays
focused on how to fabricate this type of narrow nanogaps
in a large-area SERS substrate. In 2005, Hui Wang et al.,
through casting the nanoparticles on a flat surface, formed
high density adjacent nanogaps (less than 10 nm). The

Figure 12:Measured reflectance of Au nanowires array surfaces with
different pitches λg and nanogap widths g, using an incident light
polarization perpendicular to the nanowires. Adapted from Ref. [45].

SERS EF greater than 108 was achieved on such a sub-
strate [85]. However, there were still many defects on the
substrate since the nanoparticles were self-assembly pat-
terned. In 2010, Deng et al. used the holographic technol-
ogy as the pattering technology [81]. By controlling the Au
layer deposition, the nanogap between two nanogratings
is well controlled with a width of 8.5 nm and a period of
350 nm, which provided a uniform SERS EF. It is also re-
vealed that the polarization of the incident light will dra-
matically influence the SERS signal. Im et al. combined the
photolithographywith scarifying layer technology to fabri-
cate a large-area SERS substrate with 7-nm nanogaps [32].
The SERS EF is in the order of 109.

We employed a top-down process combining EBL, sil-
icon anisotropic wet etching, and thin metallic film de-
position technologies to fabricate high density metallic
nanowire arrays with a well controllable wire-to-wire dis-
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Figure 13: (a) Image of the Au nanowire array surface. (b) Mea-
sured SERS spectra of BT chemisorbed on a Au nanowire array (top)
and flat-Au surfaces (bottom). The red curve indicates the fitted
Lorentzian bands. (c) Histogram of 1068 cm−1 band integrated in-
tensity from the Raman mapping over a 40 × 40µm2 area (inset) and
fitted Gaussian distribution. Adapted from Ref. [45].

tance, that is, the gaps, which are beneficial to obtain a
uniform SERS efficiency [45]. The detailed processing is il-
lustrated in Fig. 11. First, triangular undercut grooveswere
fabricated on a (100) single crystal silicon substrate us-
ing similar fabrication steps for inverted pyramids as dis-
cussed in the previous section. The metallic nanowire ar-
ray was subsequently realized, using vacuum deposition
technology, on the surface of the SiN mask used for the
wet etching. By controlling the thickness of the deposited
metallic layer, the nanogap between the two nanowires
can be well tuned and less than the feature size, down to
10 nm.

The enhanced optical field results from the coupled
surface plasmon mode between two metallic nanowires
can be optically characterized by using light absorption
measurements. As shown in Fig. 12, the reflectance min-
imum λL (which is an indication of the excitation wave-
length of the coupled surface plasmon mode) of the Au
nanowire arrays with different periods λg of the wires and
gaps g can be precisely tuned from 633 to 785 nm, where
most of the Raman excitation laser sources reside (e.g.
532, 633, and 785 nm). In all cases, λL red-shifts when g
is decreased, which demonstrates a strong dependence of
the couple-mode localized SPR on the nanogaps. A mono-
layer of BTmoleculeswas self-assembled on the fabricated

Au nanowire arrays shown in Fig. 13(a), and was applied
for characterizing the SERS properties. The Raman sig-
nals from the substrate show clear BT fingerprint vibra-
tional modes at, for example, 416, 691, 994, 1018, 1068,
and 1565 cm−1 as illustrated in Fig. 13(b). The uniformity
of the SERS effect was mapped using the 1068 cm−1 vibra-
tionmode, and the histogram of the integrated intensity is
given in Fig. 13(c). One can find that the measured SERS
effect is highly homogeneous on the Au nanowire arrays
with only an 11% variation over themeasured surface. The
SERS EF GAEF can be calculated using the standard for-
mula, GAEF = (ISERS/NSERS)(IRS/NRS)−1, where ISERS and
IRS are the integrated intensities from the SERS substrate
and a conventional Raman substrate with a flat Au sur-
face, respectively, and NSERS and NRS are the number of
molecules in the collection volumes on the two substrates,
respectively. After analyzing 3000 Raman spectra from BT
monolayer molecules, GAEF ≈1.2 × 107 can be calculated
on the fabricated Au nanowire array surface. The above
results show that a very controllable, uniform, and great
SERS efficient substrate is provided with a high density
and a large number of hot spots.

3.2 SERS substrates with double resonance
structures

In the previous sections, typical plasmonic resonances
among those nanostructures can provide efficient en-
hancements for the SERS process. Most of these enhance-
ments work well for small wave-number Raman signals,
that is, the Raman shift is small and the plasmonic res-
onance could cover both the excitation light and the Ra-
man scattering signal. However, for larger wave-number
Raman processes, the width of a common (single) plas-
monic resonance is too narrow to cover both the excitation
and scattered signals, which will hinder the performance
of the SERS substrates. For example, the stokes line of C-H
vibration is near 3000 cm−1, while the typical resonance of
a plasmonic structure could only cover the wave-number
range below 1000 cm−1.

To address the Raman enhancement at long wave-
numbers, dual-resonance plasmonic SERS chip is pro-
posed recently and quickly attracts much interest. Chu et
al. demonstrated amultilayer structure that supports both
the nonlocal surface propagating plasmon resonance and
localized SPR modes [86]. By utilizing the hybridization
between these two modes, dual enhancement peaks ap-
pear to provide enhancement to the excitationwavelength
and the scattering wavelength simultaneously. However,
the limited tunability of the two enhancement peaks
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Figure 14: (a) Schematic of the dual-resonance Au device. (b) Picture of the fabricated nano-bowtie array on an opaque Au film. (c) Measured
reflection spectrum for the nano-bowtie array. (d) Intensity enhancement spectrum obtained at the middle point of the gap with Ez pro-
files of the two resonances on the top surface of the bowtie structure. The structure parameters are indicated in (a) with an array period of
560 nm. Adapted from Ref. [46].

by mode hybridization greatly hindered its applications.
Later, another kind of dual-resonance structure consisting
of a pair of mixed dimer was introduced [87]. Two types
of dimer were fabricated alternatively on the substrate,
each type of dimer dominates one distinct plasmonic res-
onance, therefore the resonance position could be con-
trolled separately by changing the parameters of corre-
sponding dimer. The mixed dimer substrate supports two
localized SPR modes, but the hot-spots of the two modes
are not exactlymatched,whichwould decrease theRaman
efficiency. To improve the performance of dual-resonance
SERS substrate, we designed and fabricated an Au nano-
bowtie array directly on a uniform and optically opaque
Au film as shown in Fig. 14(a) and 14(b), which provides
high independent tunability and spatially well-matched
hot-spots for the two resonances [46]. A plane wave im-
pinging on the chip with the electric field polarized along
the bowtie axis would excite both the electric dipole bind-
ing resonance (EDBR) and theout of planemagnetic dipole
resonance (MR). Correspondingly, two obvious dips in re-
flection spectrum could be detected (cf., Fig. 14(c)) and

strong field enhancement at both resonances can be ob-
served (cf., Fig. 14(d)). Superior to other dual-resonance
structures [86, 87], which utilize the coupling between
nonlocal surface propagating plasmon resonance and lo-
calized SPR modes, the tunability of the resonance posi-
tions of the proposed structure has more freedom. We find
that EDBR and MR can be tuned by the arm length and
thickness of the bowtie, respectively. In addition, another
advantage of our structure is the spatial overlap of the "hot
spot" of both resonances, which is essential to the simul-
taneous enhancement of excitation and specific scatter-
ing lines. Three samples with different parameters were
fabricated, and a poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) layer
is cladded over each sample, from which Raman signals
were collected by a commercial Renishaw system to com-
pare their performance. Here, the excitation wavelength
is at 785 nm and the specific Raman signal under inves-
tigation is at 2960 cm−1 (which is one characteristic vibra-
tion line of PMMA), as indicated by the dashed purple and
cyan lines, respectively, in Fig. 15(a). One can see that, in
Fig. 15(a), sample B, which corresponds to the red curve,
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Figure 15: (a) Simulated intensity enhancement spectra. The dashed
violet line marks the wavelength of the pump laser and the dashed
cyan linemarks the position of the Raman signal at 2960 cm−1. (b)
Measured Raman spectra of PMMA for the three structures in our
experiment. The Raman signal with a wave number larger than the
blue line position is magnified by four times for clarity. The black,
red, and green spectra in (a) and (b) respectively correspond to
structure A: L =100 nm, g =25 nm, T =60 nm, θ =50∘; struc-
ture B: L =120nm, g =10 nm, T =55 nm, θ =50∘; and structure C:
L =140 nm, g =10 nm, T =60 nm, θ =50∘. Adapted from Ref. [46].

provides the best match between the two resonant peaks
and the two lines indicating the excitation and Raman
scattering wavelengths. As a result, in Fig. 15(b), the cor-
responding measured scattering curve (red) exhibits the
strongest Raman signal intensity at 2960 cm−1.

4 Conclusions and Perspectives
We have introduced some silicon and metallic nanostruc-
tures as well as integrated chips including evanescent-
wave-based refractive index sensing chips andSERS chips.

On the growing requirement from the biological and agri-
cultural societies, the optical technologies discussed in
this review have been largely pushed toward practical and
commercial label-free sensors in the recent years. Prism or
grating coupled SPR sensors are probably the most suc-
cessfully commercialized one, and have been studied to
realize label-free interaction analysis in real-time. Biacore
systems are the most widely used and excellent SPR sen-
sors, which can characterize molecules in terms of speci-
ficity of their interactions, on and off rates (kinetics), and
binding strength (affinity). Biacore can also provide sen-
sitive and accurate concentration measurements. All the
data from an interaction can be visualized from Biacore
sensorgrams. Drug discovery and development, biothera-
peutics, and life science research can be carried out based
on this system. Rich et al. used Biacore 2000 and Bi-
acore 3000 optical biosensors equipped with research-
grade CM5 sensor chip to measure drug/human serum al-
bumin (HSA) interactions with high resolution [88]. How-
ever, Biacore system is an expensive platform. The Sen-
siQ Pioneer ST breaks new ground and makes label-free
SPR analysis accessible for any academic laboratory. Sen-
siQ can provide high-data quality and exceptional perfor-
mance for studying protein interaction kinetics, charac-
terizing antibodies, and screening small molecules drug
candidates. The SPR sensor for laboratory use are usually
bulky and not suitable for field application. Spreeta sen-
sors are one of examples of miniaturized SPR sensors. Par-
ticularly, the sensor module TSPR1K23 containing three
channels which enables parallel detection. Hu et al. de-
signed and validated a low cost and delicate SPR biosen-
sor based on three-channel Spreeta TSPR1K23 to monitor
the interaction between the hepatitis B surface antigen
and the hepatitis B surface antibody [89]. Nowadays, most
of commercialized SPR sensors are based on intensity or
angular interrogation SPR because of simple optical plat-
forms and brief software programs. However, few phase-
sensitive SPR systems can be founded in market mainly
due to two difficulties: First, a stable and low-cost phase
modulator have to be added into the optical platform. Sec-
ond, phase-sensitive SPR sensor produces a very high sen-
sitivity but companied with low dynamic range which lim-
its to biological and chemical applications. In the future,
methods towiden the dynamic range should be further de-
veloped for the phase-sensitive SPR system. Concerning
integrated sensor chips based on SOI, although the tech-
nology is relatively new, Genalyte recently made a great
progress in commercializing the Maverick Detection Sys-
tem [90]. Each consumable chip used by this instrument
contains 1-128 sensor elements (including 8 for controls)
made of SOI ring resonators. This system can directly de-
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tect hybridizingDNA in tens of pM,which is about 10 times
better than what a standard ELISA test can give.

On the other hand, as Raman signal is the informa-
tion about molecular vibration, SERS is well recognized
as a fingerprint technology for identifying the molecules.
For bioapplications, SERS was mainly applied as identifi-
cation technology like bacteria identification, intracellu-
lar signal tracking tag, label-free cell imaging. At an early
stage, SERS was just applied on the bacteria surface for
identifying the bacteria with different Raman signal. It is
difficult to study the bacterium in quantity since all Ra-
man spectra only reveal the vibration information about
the molecules at the substrate surface [91]. Cowcher David
et al. developed a nanoparticle-based SERS system to de-
tect the bacteria expressed small molecule for the bacteria
identification [92]. By incubating the cells with nanoparti-
cles, the nanoparticles will diffuse into the cell and accu-
mulate in the lysosomes [93]. However, not like nanopar-
ticle systems, the solid-based SERS substrate could not
get into the cell as free as nanoparticles. In most appli-
cations, the solid-based SERS was focused the organic
molecule [32, 44, 45, 81] and bacteria identification [94–
97]. Yamazoe et al. first applied a gold nanocoral structure
which is solid-based transparent boehmite for visualizing
the ischemic core ofmouse brainwithout labeling andpre-
treatment of the tissue [98]. This work opened a new win-
dow for label-free tissue imaging using large scale solid
base SERS substrate.

Recent progress in nanofabrication and integration
technologies enables the development of highly sensitive,
multifunctional, and stable platforms for optical label-
free sensing. Although many challenges exist, the lab-on-
a-chip system integrating the discussed refractive index
and SERS sensing technologies together with optical sig-
nal generation, spectroscopes, optical detection, and mi-
crofluidics would be an important direction of research to
pursue in the near future. Because of the joint and mul-
tidiscipline efforts from optics, chemical, and biology, as
well as research institutes and industries, we could expect
that portable, cheap, standard, and easy-to-handle opti-
cal label-free biosensing devices employing lab-on-a-chip
systems would play important roles in future health care,
food safety, and environment monitoring.
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